
Greed and not unity, genocide not war, is what is

involved in the igerian conflict. Reports after reports

have been pouring in from independent reporters \vho have

visited Biafra recently. All of thc111 tnlk about the genoe ic1al

overtones of the conflict. Yet the world is silent and thereby

acquiescing to genocide. Hitler \vas the first ruler to use

genocide on (J minority but the world reacted indifferently

by saying that it was Germany's domestic affair. It took

the \vor Id more than twenty years after Hitler I s disappear

ance to pass Cl resolution that after all, genocide should not

be an intern81 affair. Britain and Russia endorsed the

resolution.
Todfly. history is repeating itself in West Africa and

the same indifference is maintained by the \vorld. One

\vonders \\ hj two big powers with ideological differences

(one delTIOCratic. the other communist) swallo\v their

political differences, defy world opinion, and \vork closely

together for thc extermination of a small nation like Biafra.

The hvo big powcrs in the struggle are communist Russia

and so-called democratic Britain - a second-rate power.

The third po\ver in what \vill later be known as the

"Scramble for Biafra" is Egypt.

One \\ onders why the big powers are now reversing

ti1e course of history and are trying to kill an ant with a

machine-gun. The answer lies in one main point. And

that is, that Biafra is too rich to be left alone. In this

context therefore, it is not a ,vaste to kill an ant with a

machine-gun. The wealth is in the ant's hole. Perhaps

the economic cure of the big power's disease lies in the

total annihilation of Biafra by the big powers for

indirect rule through Nigeria.

Biafra seems to be saying to the big powers like

Naboth in the bible, "The Lord forbid it me that I give the

inheritance of my fathers unto thee". And Nigeria like an

agent seems to be telling the big powers, "Arise, take

'Possession of the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite, which

he refused to give thee for money: for Naboth is not alive

but dead".
From Biafra reports of indiscriminate bombing..of

civilian targets flow in from countless villages. At Onitsha.

the Biafran commercial and educational centre, a whole

village and buildings were completely razed to the ground.

Seventy-two people were said to have died in a single day,

in a raid on the famous Onitsha market popularly known

as "OTU". The casualties include pregnant women and

children. At Awgwu (another industrial centre), Oji River

(Biafra's main electricity headquarters), Afikpo, Nnewi,

Aba, Awka, Abagana, Umuahia, Owerri and many other

towns in Biafra came similar reports. The most popular

targets are the hospitals, schools, refugee camps and

churches. Evidence from the victims reveals napalm and

dangerous gases.

But no report is as pathetic as the bombirig of the
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recognized Biafra said that any unity by the use of force
is not worth it.

Recent reports from foreign correspondents reporting
from Biafra report that bombing of the civilian population
continues round the clock. The British correspondents in
Biafra have shown photographs of carnage and savage
bombing of civilian targets with British made bombs but
the British government had denied supplying Nigeria with
bombs of any kind. But so did they deny supplying Nigeria
with any arms until the Malta correspondent exposed their
support for Nigeria in the "Financ ial Times". The undiploma
tic British High Commissioner in Lagos later revealed the
massive British involvement to Northern Nigerians.
British denial at this stage, should therefore, be taken with
a pinch of salt.

A British correspondent covering the war for the London
,Times f said, after seeing the effect of bombing on Biafran

civilians, that he was ashamed of being a Briton. Dr. Wilson
Bishop of Birmingham said on his return from Biafra

The bombing of Eke 1\larket, Nomeh. Six tornbs were ~r?~ped in that the captured bombs he saw in Biafra bear the British
...__th_is_th_l_·c_k_l.;.y..;p_op..,;..u_l_a_te_d_m_a_r_k_e_t,_k_il_1_in_g_a_lt_o_g_e_t_h_e_r_7_4_c_l_V_l_h_3-_n_s_. trade mark. The Biafran leader Col. Ojukwu said in a

!tu Leper Colony in Calabar province. From ltu itself recent press conference at Aba that the war has clearly
came the report of the bombing of the Presthyterian changed into the Britain-Biafra war. He further alleged that
Church Hospital founded about sixty-three years ago by Britain was simply using Nigeria as a cover to wage war on
Scottish missionaries. It took only a few seconds to Biafra to capture her \vealth. African diplomatic circles are
destroy. To mark the Hospital's sixtieth anniversary, viewing this allegation seriously. This is more so because
the people of Aberdeen in Scotland donated a new Bedford Britain has recently rejected the Afro-Asian members of the
Ambulance which becaine the personal pride of Dr. Phillips, United Nations call to use force to topple Smith's Regime in
the yOilllg Scottish doctor who has been running the hospital Rhodesia. Many people believe that the key to peace in
for the past seventeen years. When the Nigerian civil Nigeria lies with Britain and if Britain refused to send arms
war began last July, Dr. Phillips realised that it could to Nigeria for the war, the Nigerian authorities would think
conceh'ably' be a target of the federal bombing raids. seriously before continuing the war.
So he got on top of the tin -roof and painted two huge Biafran intellectuals also believe the war is between
Red -Crosses against a white background, and at its side Britain and Biafra. Dr. Ifegwu Eke, Biafran Commissioner
he erected an enormous red flag on a pole. for information, said that Britain should really sit at the
Occasionally the Nigerian Migs flew over the hospital, peace conference table and indentify herself as America
at times they even came do\:vI1 and had a closer look. did in Vietnam. Nigeria, Dr. Eke went on, should be
Dr. Phillips remained confident that his red crosses invited as an observer.
would work so he continued administering to the patients Experts believe that even if Nigeria were to overrun
in his six'ty-bed hospital. Biafra and win the war, she would inherit a problem beyond

One ctay however, things changed. 1\vo Migs came her capabilities. There is a strong belief that even if
over and swooped over head. Dr. Phillips realised that Nigeria should win, there will be a scramble for Biafra
something was going to happen so he ordered his patients, which Nigeria stands to lose. The Russians will come
some of them old and sickly, to get under their beds. forward with demands for compensation for her Migs and
And then it happened. The Migs bombed, bombed, and Ilyushin bombers and the quantity of equipment they supplied
bombed again, all direct hits. Within seconds the to Nigeria on credit. Britain will make her own claims and
hospital ,vas reduced to a contorted mass of burning the Egyptians have a right to delnand compensation for their
irons and \vhimpering patients. Some lay dead under pilots. Apart from these demands, there is going to be
the wreck. Several were injured,many critically, but the massive reconstruction work which Nigeria certainly cannot
agony was not yet over, for according to another afford. The Nigerian administrative officers will find
missionary, Dr. David Duncan, who was at the opposite themselves working in enemy territory with no guarantee
hill at the time, the Migs turned again and came low to for their lives and security.
what was once the hospital, this time strafing \vith machine - But for the ambitious world powers seeking to reap
guns. Dr. Phillips, his body a mass of bleeding shrapnel where they did not sow, there is a warning in the bible.
wounds, dragged himself from under the pile of the wreckage. It reads, "Hast thou killed and taken possession? ...
With the help of Dr. 'Duncan he began pulling out the dead and In the place were dogs licked the blood of Naboth shall
the wounded. From the valley below, Ibibios tribesmen the dog's lick thy blood, even thine. "
began running up the hill to help. Even the Bedford
Ambulance was of no use for it had been shattered to pieces.

The foreign powers involved in this savage bombing
of Biafran civilians backed their efforts with fitting
propaganda. To give history a modern sensational touch,
they invented a slogan which read, "TO KEEP NIGERIA
ONE. IS A TASK THAT MUST BE DONE". The church
leaders including world opinion have condemned the savage
war in Biafra. Frequent reports of shooting of civilians
and raping of young girls have been reported. The church
leaders including the papal envoys who visited and saw the
atrOCities themselves have asked, "Do you have to kill to
unite?" President Nyerere of Tanzania who has now


